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Abstract—Artificial Intelligence has the ability to predict 

outcomes accurately and with reliability. The techniques have 

been used in several industries and domains. However, 

documenting results from different research that were 

conducted have not been documented. Also, most of the 

research have been carried out in developed countries and not 

much work have been published from other economies. As a 

result, there is a need to develop proper research background 

so that application of AIs can be sustainable and effective. The 

purpose of this study is to critically review different studies 

that have adopted AI in several domains, so that a theoretical 

framework guide for researchers and practitioners can be 

developed. This framework will also establish future trends in 

the said research area. From online databases, relevant articles 

and extracts were retrieved and were systematically analyzed. 

Using these inputs, a framework was developed. The findings 

of this study show that there is a gap between research work 

done and documentation available. The present applications of 

AI techniques require model based approach that brings in 

consistency in research as well as for industry. A paradigm 

shift in the framework based approach could lead to achieving 

a sustainable practice.

Index Terms—Artificial intelligence, framework, theoretical 

study, AI applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

One of the challenges of Artificial Intelligence is defining 

human and robot interaction models (HRI) [1]. AI seems to 

be at every domain and hence modelling of human and robot 

interaction (HRI) requires integration of humans and human 

cognition. It also requires acquiring, representing, 

manipulating abstract knowledge at the human level. This 

integration will help to make decisions which will result into 

physical and tangible actions.

Over decades, AI systems have been improving. Research 

on applications of AI systems have been going on [2]-[8]. 

Particularly AI applications in assembly and manufacturing 

sector have been developing [9]. These will improve in 

flexibility, configurability and reliability of the systems. 

Machine intelligence combines a wide variety of advanced 

technologies to give machines an ability to learn, adapt, 

make decisions and display new behaviours [10]. This is 

achieved using neural networks and expert systems [11]. 

There are also improvements in areas of self-organizing 

neural networks [12], fuzzy logic [13] and genetic 

algorithms [14]. Also machine learning has been developed 

through its application to many areas such as factory level 

assembly [15], building statistical models for predictions 
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[16], computer processing speed [17].

Artificial Intelligence based machines are consistent and 

better human performances in new manufacturing methods 

such as rapid-manufacture and the manufacture of 

composites [18]. However, the problem lies that we do not 

have hardware capabilities to integrate AI with Micro-

Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) devices. This is 

primarily because of limitations in capabilities to 

manufacture MEMS with AI capabilities. If they can be 

effectively introduced into MEMS devices then we should 

be able to combine our brain power with computer capacity 

to create a powerful AI [19]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

The recent advances in AI come are related to “machine 

learning,” which involves programming computers to learn 

from data or past decisions [20]. For example, in a basket of 

groceries, machine learning can be used to identify apples 

based on their color and shape. However, there are other 

objects that are apple-like in both color and shape [21]. In 

order to avoid mistakes in identifying apples, programming 

need to be refined so that the machine can identify apples in 

finer detail. This will, however, increase complexity in 

programming. In these complex environments, machine 

learning is most useful. In one type of training, the machine 

is shown a set of pictures with names attached. It is then 

shown millions of pictures that each contains named objects, 

only some of which are apples. Using statistical models, the 

machine notices correlations and learns on its own that 

apples are often red. Using correlates such as color, shape, 

texture, and, most important, context, the machine rebuilds 

information from past images of apples to predict and 

identify objects.

AI requires investment in technology and hence there 

needs to be a clear managerial decision on the same. The 

value of prediction will be realized through faster, accurate 

predictions with higher productivity [22]. The value of 

prediction becomes more valuable when data is more widely 

available and more accessible. The computer revolution has 

enabled huge increases in both the amount and variety of 

data. As data availability expands, prediction becomes 

increasingly possible in a wider variety of tasks. 

While predicting, the machine usually anticipates what 

will happen in the future [23]. For example, machine 

learning can be used to predict whether a bank customer will 

default on a loan. Similarly, in healthcare, using symptoms, 

machines can develop medical diagnosis and predict the 

presence of a disease. With advances in computational speed, 

data storage, data collection, data retrieval processes have 

become faster and reliable. The sensors are used for easier 
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IV. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE 

From the discussions, it is felt that there needs to be a 

good theoretical base on which AI can be applied in the 

industry. This will make it robust and sustainable. The 

ability to predict accurately with high degree of reliability 

has led to its application in banking sectors. However, a 

large percentage of such previous studies have focused on 

other domains in developed economies, and at the same time, 

effort has not been put into documenting its research trend 

in banking domain. The purpose of this paper is to critically 

review the studies that adopted AI for prediction and 

develop a framework and present an application guide for 

researchers and practitioners through a case study, and also 

establish the trend in this research area.  

 

V. METHODOLOGY 

To develop framework, a systematic review of the 

available literature will be an efficient and appropriate 

approach. By going through literature, we can understand 

the subject better and present a systematic output. This 

output in form of a paper can be used to develop a reliable 

knowledge base which can be useful to both researchers and 

industry practitioners. Hence, this study has adopted a 

literature review approach to develop the framework. For 

this, we selected the papers that had applied Artificial 

Intelligence in different industries. These papers were 

downloaded from online databases and search engines such 

as ProQuest (ABI Complete), Ebsco, Emerald, and Google 

Scholar. Articles that were published in journals, conference 

proceedings and sections of books were retrieved. From 

these papers, studies that did not have application of AI 

were excluded during the search process. While making 

search, publication date was left open so as to retrieve the 

earliest paper that adopted AI in different domains. The 

keywords used for the search were “artificial intelligence,” 

“AI,” “framework,” “artificial intelligence appraisal” and 

“industry using artificial neural network.”  

At the end, 31 relevant papers were retrieved from the 

search. Of the 31 articles, 28 are journal articles, three are 

conference proceedings, while only one is a book. This 

search approach helped to identify trends in research related 

to AI studies in different domains. 

Thorough readings of the selected articles were made to 

select articles that actually adopted the AI technique in 

different domains. From the filtered articles, meaningful 

extracts were done for writing this paper. The extracted 

information included the names of authors, the authors‟ 

affiliations, the sample size of data used for the analysis, 

input variables, the year of publication, the journals in which 

the articles were published, the country of origin of the 

articles, AI technique adopted for the development of the 

models. This information was eventually analyzed in order 

to draw meaningful conclusions from the review of the 

literature. 

 

VI. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

As discussed in Methodology section, literatures were 

reviewed in a scientific manner to derive the variables and 
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and faster data collection. The algorithms have combined 

with these data to reduce the cost of machine learning based 

predictions. Using multi- layer approach, image recognition 

and language translation have become faster and accuracy 

has increased.

Artificial intelligence (AI) modeling techniques that use

artificial neural network (ANN) techniques are designed to 

replicate human brains [24]. The ANN technique has been 

used for prediction, pattern recognition, classification, 

process control, nonlinear mapping and data analysis [25].

The ANN technique has been successfully applied in 

business transactions and has produced more accurate and 

reliable predictions [26].

In Finance domain, AI techniques will help in appraising 

different customers and their applications for loans and 

advances [27]. At the same time, there is a need to identify 

the past contributions, research gap(s) and also to predict the 

future direction.

There are literatures available related to application of 

AIs to finance [28], business [29], HIV epidemic [30], 

market segmentation [31], reliability analysis of steel 

construction, civil engineering [32], [33], clothing comfort 

[34] and construction management [35], amongst others. 

However, using these techniques in banking sector can lead 

to better productivity, consistency and customer satisfaction. 

Research needs to be conducted to come up with a 

framework that can be used for continuous investment in 

areas of customer relationship management, providing 

resolutions to issues raised by customers and complying 

with regulatory requirements [36]. 

There has not been similar effort to document in the 

finance and banking domain. To this end, this study aims to 

review literature related AI related studies in order to 

present the framework for the application of AI in banking 

sector and also to establish the trend in this research area. 

This would provide both AI researchers and finance 

professionals with a guide and insight into the application of 

the AI techniques.

Artificial Intelligence based machines are consistent and 

have improved performances [37]. However, the problem 

lies that we do not have hardware capabilities to integrate AI 

with Micro-Electro-Mechanical-System (MEMS) devices. 

This is primarily because of limitations in capabilities to 

manufacture MEMS with AI capabilities. 

III. GAPS IN LITERATURE

Literature available in AI dates back to 1930s. Work is 

still going in full swing in different aspects of AI; however, 

there are areas where more work need to be done. One such 

area is developing industry specific frameworks for 

employing AI in business transactions. This framework, 

when developed, will provide rational behind employing AI 

effectively. This will also make the implementation of AI a 

sustainable one. There are not enough case studies in 

Banking sectors particularly which hinders understanding 

where AI can be used and where it cannot be. 

Therefore, through this research, we will develop a 

framework for banking industry and then validate this 

through a case study.

https://www.emeraldinsight.com/doi/full/10.1108/PM-06-2016-0027


arrive at the framework. The following paragraphs discuss 

different variables that were derived for arriving at the 

framework. 

The recent advances in AI come are related to “machine 

learning,” which involves programming machines and 

computers to learn from data insights. For example, in a 

basket of groceries, machine learning can be used to identify 

fruits based on their sizes, colors and shapes. However, 

there are other objects that could be similar in both color and 

shape. In order to avoid mistakes in identifying fruits, 

programming need to be refined so that the machine can 

identify apples in finer detail. This will, however, increase 

complexity in programming. In these complex environments, 

solution can be achieved through machine learning.   
While predicting, the machine usually predicts the future. 

For example, it can be used to predict whether a customer 

who has taken a loan from bank will default on a loan. 

Similarly, in healthcare, using symptoms, machines can 

develop medical diagnosis and predict the presence of a 

disease. With advances in computational speed, data storage, 

data collection, data retrieval processes have become faster 

and reliable. The sensors are used for easier and faster data 

collection. The algorithms have combined with these data to 

reduce the cost of investment in machine learning based 

technology. Using multi- layer approach, image recognition 

and language translation have become faster and accuracy 

has increased. 

Artificial Neural network techniques replicate thinking 

power of humans. These techniques will be part of AI 

modeling techniques and were used for multi-layer 

recognition, classification of information, recognition of 

pattern, controlling processes, data analysis and nonlinear 

mapping. These techniques have proven to be successful in 

business transactions and have been able to predict results 

accurately, consistently and with reliability. In Finance 

domain, AI techniques will help in appraising different 

customers and their applications for loans and advances.  

 

 
Fig. 1. Developing a framework for adopting artificial intelligence. 

 

Using these techniques in banking sector can lead to 

better productivity, consistency and customer satisfaction. 

Research needs to be conducted to come up with a 

framework that can be used for continuous investment in 

areas of customer relationship management, providing 

resolutions to issues raised by customers and complying 

with regulatory requirements. There has not been similar 

effort to document in the finance and banking domain. 

Based on these variables and techniques, the proposed 

framework for AI has been illustrated in Fig. 1.  

 

VII. THE MANAGERIAL CHALLENGE 

There will be continuous research on Artificial 

Intelligence, which will increase the level of accuracy in 

prediction. As artificial intelligence technology improves, 

AIs will replace human beings in predictive roles. At that 

point of humans roles will be for providing judgement 

which AIs will not be able to predict. These judgements are 

typically decisions that relate to exceptional use cases which 

have for which algorithms are not designed. Some examples 

of these judgements are related to ethics, creative and visual 

artistic taste, emotional and spiritual intelligence, breaking 

down work to simple processes and tasks. As a result, there 

will be a need for people who can take new and responsible 

decisions (requiring ethical judgment), defining touch points 

for customers and engaging employees in different decision 

making processes. These will require creativity, emotional 

intelligence and judgement and will lead to identifying new 

business opportunities. Hence, there will be integration of 

AI and humans with humans taking higher roles of 

judgements. In this scenario, prediction by AIs will become 

an input to automating different tasks. The entire output will 

be function of prediction by AIs, raw data, insights and 

judgements of humans. Future automation will require 

automatic data collection through sensors such as Internet of 

Things (IOTs), Chatbots and prediction by machine learning 

(both components of AI).  

The role of the manager will involve deciding how to 

make utilize AIs so that he gets best of prediction 

capabilities from AIs and also gets judgements from human 

beings. For this to happen, the manager should know what 

need to be predicted by using data with levels of accuracy. 

For this, AI agents would provide prediction for mundane 

and repetitive kind of jobs. The higher the accuracy in 

prediction will mean higher investment in technology 

related to AI. But whenever the goal is not clear and there is 

ambiguity, then managers‟ judgment will become a 

particularly valuable complement to prediction technology. 

 

VIII. FUTURE RESEARCH 

At present, the most common predictions used in business 

are related to inventory management, repetitive customer 

care and demand forecasting. However, AI has been used 

successfully to recognize image, auto pilot driving, and 

language translations. The main challenges for organizations 

will be upgrading skills of employees to make judgment 

related decisions. Another challenge will be to assess the 

processes where AI technologies can be adopted so that 

processes can be re-engineered.  
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